Remembering Ezra together….

Brooklyn, NY

Paramus, NJ

ezraschwartzbaseballmemorial.com
facebook.com/The-Ezra-Schwartz-Memorial-Baseball-Tournament
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Brookline, MA

Los Angeles, CA

Welcome!
Welcome to the Ezra Schwartz Memorial Baseball Tournament.
This tournament is especially important to us and the entire
Sharon community as a way to memorialize Ezra.

THANK YOU TO OUR GENEROUS

Ezra played little league in Sharon since he was 5 years old,
eventually playing Junior Varsity and Varsity for Maimonides
School. Ezra and our four other children, ranging in age from
12 to 22, have played for years at the Sharon and Maimonides
baseball fields, each of them passionate and talented baseball
or softball players in their own right.

Merchants Automotive Group

Maimonides Baseball was everything to Ezra. He loved it! He
worked hard, played hard and he led by example. Ezra supported his teammates and he took pride in their accomplishments.
He wanted everyone
to play hard but also
to love the game.
In Sept 2015, Ezra
went to Israel for his
gap year between
high school and
college.
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On November 19th,
2015, he was killed
by a Palestinian
terrorist in a drive-by
shooting on his way
to a nature preserve
near the Gush Etzion Junction. He was on his way to do volunteer work in memory of the three boys, Gil-ad, Naftali and Eyal,
who were kidnapped and killed in June of 2104. Ezra was 18
years old.

Trader Joe’s, Foxboro
Super Stop & Shop, Norwood
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L&M Bargain
Van Leer Remodeling and Painting
Marshall Storm, DDS
David Gale, DMD
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By sponsoring a baseball tournament weekend, we want to
honor Ezra’s passion for baseball and create a fun environment
in which to remember Ezra.

Saloman Jewelry & Repair

Our community in Sharon is so excited to welcome the Maimonides varsity baseball players as well as the varsity baseball
teams from YULA, Frisch and Flatbush high schools to participate in our tournament weekend.

Thank you to our many friends and family,

We are so glad you are here.

who have generously contributed
to this amazing tournament.

Ruth and Ari Schwartz
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Friends,
ABOUT SHARON, MASSACHUSETTS
Sharon is a beautiful suburban community in a natural setting, halfway
between Boston and Providence. In 2013, it was rated by Money Magazine as the #1 small town in America, in its list of “places with great
jobs, strong economies, affordable homes, excellent schools, and that
special something that
makes it a great place
to live.” Many of the
18,000 town residents
have second- and thirdgeneration family roots
in Sharon, but the town
is also notable for its
diversity and openness
to newcomers.
Incorporated in 1765,
Sharon has a long and
unique history. Beginning as a small farming
community, Sharon
soon thereafter transitioned to a mill town, with its many waterways providing the power.
During the American Revolution, in fact, the townspeople of Sharon
made cannonballs and cannons for the Continental Army at a local
foundry. In the early to mid-1900s, many Jewish families from Boston
vacationed in Sharon during the summer. Sharon continues its tradition of being a family-friendly town, and is home to seven synagogues,
an eruv and a mikvah.
The vacation-like setting has continued to this day. Sharon’s motto,
“A better place to live, because it’s naturally beautiful,” was coined
because of the town’s picturesque surroundings and outdoor recreational opportunities, such as hiking, biking and bird-watching. The
town’s centerpiece gem - the 353-acre, spring-fed Lake Massapoag is a magnet for swimming, boating, fishing, sailing, camps and summer
concerts.

On behalf the Young Israel of Sharon and the entire Sharon community, we are excited to welcome
you to the second annual Ezra Schwartz Memorial
Baseball tournament! We can’t wait to ‘play ball’
and enjoy some classic spring time fun on the
field.
Our dear Ezra z’tkl loved the game of baseball.
Baseball is a thing of beauty, especially here in
Boston. When the temperatures begin to climb and the sun hangs in
the sky a little longer, almost every kid, little or big, takes out their
glove, puts it on, punches it in and tosses up a ball into the air to catch
it. This is the classic spring time ritual that transports kids to dream
forward about playing in the majors and transports adults to dream
backwards about playing ball in little league or in high school.
Baseball slows life down and makes it more enjoyable. We put down
our devices and enjoy each other’s company, with some healthy competition in the mix. Friendships are formed sitting on the bench or in the
stands. Memories are made through dramatic plays and unexpected
come backs.
The culture of baseball, as described above, is one that embraces the
goodness that our dear Ezra brought to our lives. Ezra generated
wholesome fun, appreciated good competition, and was a great friend.
This year the tournament will take place a few days after the 70th commemoration of Yom HaZikaron and the 70th celebration Yom HaAtzmaut. These two days—one gloomy and the other festive—come
together as a package because that is the Jewish way of making
meaning out of our checkered past. It is a dual mindset, in which we
cry over the absence of people we love and then in the very next
moment appreciate and even celebrate the good that they brought to
our lives.
It is therefore befitting that we will be hosting the second annual
ESMBT during this time of the Jewish calendar, as we will be spending
our time together sharing stories about Ezra and how much we miss
him, and then moments later having fun, by celebrating and doing the
kind of things that he loved to do.
May we continue to be inspired by the goodness that Ezra brought to
our world.
With blessings,
Rabbi Noah Cheses
Young Israel of Sharon
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I

t is with great pride I welcome you
to the second Ezra Schwartz Baseball Tournament. What better way
to honor and celebrate Ezra’s
memory than to bring people together
and play his favorite sport. And how
appropriate that this tournament is the
week before the combined parshas of
Acharei Mot-Kedoshim. We truly find
ourselves in a time after the passing of
a kadosh and it is our job to continue
his legacy. Our own Yechiel Ezra
taught us how to love life, how to play
hard, how to focus on that which really
matters, and how to live for others. This weekend we bring Ezra’s lessons
to life by living and playing by his play book.
I keep a picture of Ezra on my desk and it reminds me of him
every day. But that is not the only time I think of him. I think of him when
I see the baseball team run by my window, when I see an older student
playing with a younger one. I think of him when my son Binny wears
Ezra’s Thomas the Train kippa and I think of him when my friends name
their children after him. I see him in his siblings and I see him in our student athletes who earn the Ezra Schwartz Mentorship award. And with
this tournament we honor his memory and continue his legacy. May his
memory continue to be a blessing and always push us to make the most
out of life.
Rabbi Dov Huff
Limudei Kodesh Principal
Maimonides School

I

t is an honor for me to offer humble greetings as you take part in this
year’s Ezra Schwartz Baseball Tournament. As I knew Ezra, there is
no better way to mark his legacy than a gathering of young, Jewish
men from around the country in spirited baseball competition. This
sport that Ezra loved so much typifies the spirit he embodied…
Whether to his siblings, his parents, his friends and schoolmates,
or his coaches and teachers, Ezra gave everyone many reasons to cheer
on his field of dreams. Now it is to us to sustain his dreams through this
wonderful tournament in his memory. Just as it was for us in watching Ezra play, it is impossible for us to participate in this tournament as a player,
coach, or spectator from any school, without bringing more of his spirit to
the game. He would want nothing less from us than to make the most out
of our lives as individuals, as teammates, and as a broad, extended family
together. In honor of Ezra, “Play Ball!”
Scott Mattoon
Associate Head for General Studies
Maimonides School
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THANKS TO THE TOURNAMENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Susie & David Berg • Randy Bergel • Ilyse Ehrenkranz • Julie Galler
Amy Goldman • Lynn Hanau • Tara Hanau • Shari & David Katz • Devorah Kosowsky
Julie Krimsky • Lindsey & Andy Moore • Alyssa Rosenbaum
Jodi & David Saltzman • Jordana Schreiber • Mollie Schwartz • Deena & Avi Traum
Naami Turk • Jen & Amiel Weinstock • Sharyn Schechter
THANKS TO MAIMONIDES ADMINISTRATORS & STAFF
Hal Borkow, Athle c Director • Rabbi Dov Huﬀ, Middle & Upper School Limudei Kodesh
Principal • Sco Ma oon, Associate Head of School, General Studies
Nathan Katz, Head of School • Mike Rosenberg, Director of Alumni & Community
Rela ons • Rene Weathers & Sara Polter, Carol Smith, Business & Development
THANKS TO TOURNAMENT VOLUNTEERS *
Cary Krimsky • Jonathan Cohen • Jason Geller • Jakob Fine • Jared Shein
Ariel & Yoey Goldman • Moshe Zisbla • Tamar Vogel • Wendy Hauser • Steve Shostek
Shlomit Taube • Jodi & David Ephraim • Suellen Beiser • Batya Greene • Cyna Reisman
Michael Benzakein • Mark & Heni Schwartz • Sandy Spector • Jay Turk
Laurie & Andy Warren • Eli Picard • Rabbi Chaim & Basha Zirkind • Schechter family
Shlomo & Sharon Lerner • Steven Bergel • Jake Bergel • Naomi Korn Gold
Sheera & Ahron Solomont • Shani Winton • Elaine Reiman • Jodi Hoﬀman
Rabbi Noah Cheses • Rich Pomper • Gavi Krimsky • Sheldon Hanau • Daniella Hanau
Yardena Rosenbaum • Senai Weglein • Josh & Tamar Vogel • Karen Zwillenberg
THANKS TO HOST FAMILIES
Michelle & David Avigan • Susie & David Berg • Randy & Steven Bergel • Rabbi & Sarah
Cheses • Dayna & Michael Delman • Jodi & David Ephraim • Julie & Ezra Galler
Amy & Adam Goldman • Batya & David Greene • Lynn & Sheldon Hanau • Wendy & Eli
Hauser • Jodi Hoﬀman & Amir Karger • Devorah & Josh Kosowsky • Julie & Cary
Krimsky • Alyssa & Jay Rosenbaum • Mickey & Elaine Reiman • Stuart & Susan Salzberg
Jordana & Judd Schreiber • Ruth & Ari Schwartz • Marcia & Roger Spellman
Lisa & Roy Strunin • Deena & Avi Traum • Naami & Jay Turk
Shani & Erik Winton • Karen & Danny Zwillenberg

Thank you to the Young Israel board and community for your compassion and
generosity. Thank you also to Sandy Spector and the YI custodial staﬀ
for your me and hard work.
A special thank you to Rabbi Noah Cheses for embracing this tournament and for his
unending support for the Schwartz family & the Sharon community.
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* addi onal thanks may be found on Facebook

Important Contacts
Tournament Hosts

Ruth & Ari Schwartz
ruthsschwartz@gmail.com
schwartz@massmed.org
617-633-7857 Ari
781-710-9108 Ruth

Frisch Team Liaison

Julie Galler
juliesgaller@gmail.com
508-840-3113

Flatbush Team Liaison

Jordana Schreiber
jordanaschreiber@gmail.com
516-526-8147

YULA Team Liaison

Rabbi David & Jodi Saltzman
josalt17@gmail.com
917-687-4416

Maimonides Team
Liaison

Deena Traum

Transportation

Susie & David Berg

traumfamily@gmail.com
781-856-4238 Deena
781-929-8468 Susie
781-929-8469 David

Davening/Shabbat

Deena & Avi Traum
781-856-4012 Avi

W

e’re very excited to be hosting the varsity baseball teams
of such three great schools: The Frisch School, the Yeshivah of Flatbush, and the Yeshiva University High Schools
of Los Angeles. Our purpose in coming together over this
tournament and Shabbaton is to honor the life and legacy of Ezra
Schwartz through baseball, a sport that inspired Ezra to work and
achieve his very best.
I met Ezra on his first day of school in the 7th grade. He had a crowd of
students around him as he was recalling stories from the summer, telling jokes and entertaining everyone in his vicinity. Many who knew Ezra probably have a similar recollection of their first encounter with him.
People loved Ezra and Ezra loved the company of people. That’s one
of the reasons why sports were so meaningful for Ezra; competitive
athletics gave him the opportunity to lead, mentor and bond with his
classmates. Baseball
was Ezra’s passion and
the baseball field was a
sacred place for him.
Ezra wanted his teammates to hold baseball
with the same reverence as he did. It was
particularly gratifying for
me to see Ezra develop
a deep sense of respect
for his coaches, all of
whom were true rolemodels for him.
Our varsity baseball head coach, Josh Prybyla, shared Ezra’s passion
for baseball, respect for the game, and high expectations for those who
wore the Maimonides M-Cat uniform. Their bond had a profound impact on Ezra’s growth into adulthood, and it is altogether fitting that
Coach Prybyla lead our team in this second Ezra Schwartz Memorial
Baseball Tournament, an event to honor Ezra’s indelible spirit.
Thank you to everyone who has played a role in making this meaningful event come together. I particularly want to acknowledge the vision,
dedication and hard work of Ruth and Ari Schwartz, who understood
that a community baseball tournament involving Jewish Day Schools
would truly be the enduring honor to our leader, friend, teammate and
brother, Ezra Schwartz.

Special thanks to
Coach Josh Prybyla for
helping to make this
tournament a reality,
and for caring about
our boys...and Ezra z”l

Hal Borkow
Maimonides Athletics Director
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T

he Ezra Schwartz Memorial Baseball Tournament
(“ESMBT”) hosted by Maimonides School is in remembrance of, and to honor, one of the best players I have had
the opportunity to coach for the Maimo baseball program.
Ezra approached each and every practice and game with a relentless, gracious, driven and fearless mentality. Ezra played the game
with a unique tenacity that resembled a controlled reckless abandon, and that is why I
loved watching him play
the game he loved so
much. Ezra knew what
to do in every situation,
whether it be at the
plate, in the outfield, at
shortstop, or on the
mound. In each of these
situations, he always
gave his teammates
and our coaches everything he had to help us
win a game or get better
at practice.
Ezra was a key contributor to the growth and
culture of the Maimo
baseball program, and
we as a team approach every day with the same mentality in which
Ezra played the game.
I had the great opportunity of being Ezra’s coach for four years and
as described above, you can tell he was a great baseball player.
But Ezra was much more than just a great baseball player and
someone I was privileged to coach; he was a phenomenal young
man with so many great characteristics and attributes that I am
more honored to have called him my friend.
Ezra and I shared many conversations over our time together,
mostly about baseball, but also about life in general. Ezra was most
passionate about three things in life: baseball, his family/friends,
and his camp that he attended every summer. The one common
theme to all three is that Ezra was unselfish and always put others
first, which is one of his characteristics I admired most. Ezra felt
more joy in seeing others succeed, whether it be his teammates,
his siblings, or his campers. He took a greater sense of satisfaction
in knowing that he contributed to other’s success and happiness,

6

Ezra Schwartz Memorial Baseball Tournament
Schedule of Events
SHABBAT/SATURDAY, APRIL 21
9:30 am

Teen minyan, Kiddush sponsored by Schwartz family

1:00 pm

Lunch at Young Israel (do not go back to host homes a er)

3:00-6:45 pm

Hang out at the Schwartz’s: wiﬄe ball, ping pong, etc.

7:13 pm

Mincha at Young Israel, Community Seudat Shlishit

8:17 pm

Maariv, Havdalah, back to host homes for quick turnaround to evening event

9:00-10:30 pm

Home Run Derby at Deborah Sampson Park (Ezra Schwartz
Field), 35 East Foxboro Street, Sharon

10:30 pm

Vans for all teams from ﬁeld to Young Israel for dinner

11:45 pm

Vans to host homes

HOME RUN DERBY PARTICIPANTS
MAIMO

Frisch

YULA

Flatbush

Doni Berg

Daniel Fischoﬀ

Joseph Dahan

Murray Dweck

Hillel Schwartz

Ari Rosenberg

Oren Rimmon

Sol Laniado

Daniel Dahan

Simon Masry

Aaron Weinstock Benny Matheson

SUNDAY, APRIL 22
Morning

Hosts drive players to Schwartz’s with all personal belongings
** teams create own arrival schedule for davening/breakfast

8:00-10:00 am

Possible makeup games at Sharon Middle & High Schools

8:00-10:00 am

Game 7: Consola on Game, Sharon High
(cancelled in event of makeup games)

10 am-1:00 pm

Game 8: Championship Game Sharon High

1:00 pm

BBQ at the Schwartz’s, closing ceremony, awards
**Buses leave from Schwartz home

3:15 pm

YULA vans leave for Logan Airport (6:13 pm ﬂight)
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Ezra Schwartz Memorial Baseball Tournament
Schedule of Events
THURSDAY, APRIL 19
8:45-9:00 am

YULA team arrives —davening/register/breakfast

10:00 am

Go with luggage to host homes to shower, rest

1:00-2:00 pm

YULA lunch at Schwartz home, then walk to SHS

1:00 pm

Maimo team arrives at Schwartz/Traum homes

1:00-2:00 pm

Frisch team arrives to Schwartz home—register/snacks
Luggage will be delivered to host homes

2:10 pm

All players walk to Sharon High School

3:00-6:00 pm

Game 1: FRISCH vs YULA, Sharon High School

4:00-6:00 pm

Girls’ So ball Game: MAIMO vs Gann, Sharon High School

4:00-5:00 pm

Flatbush team arrives at Schwartz home—register/snacks,
leave luggage, walk to SHS to watch games if me allows

5:15-5:30 pm

All teams walk back to Schwartz home

5:30 pm

Mincha—Then Maimo & Flatbush vans leave for Canton

6:15 pm

YULA & Frisch vans leave for Canton

7:00 pm

Opening Ceremony with remarks from Schwartz family,
ceremonial ﬁrst pitch

7:00-9:30 pm

Game 2: Maimo vs Flatbush, Ruane Field, Canton

9:45 pm

Vans to Young Israel for dinner
* All team equipment into Schwartz red suburban or team cars

11:00-11:15 pm

rather than focusing on his own. I miss Ezra
every day and a part of me still hopes I will
see him at a practice or game someday, or
receive a call from him to catch up like we
used to so many times in the past. Even
though that will never be the case, I honor
Ezra by approaching every aspect of my life
with the same unselfishness and tenacity
that Ezra approached life and the game of
baseball so enthusiastically.
This is the second consecutive year
Maimonides has hosted the ESMBT.
The inaugural ESMBT exceeded all expectations due to the high level of competitive
play and the phenomenal sportsmanship
displayed by all teams. I look forward to this year’s ESMBT to again
surpass all expectations. Ezra would be honored to know that we
are continuing this tradition and all participating in a baseball tournament in his memory. I know the only request Ezra would have,
and it is the same one I have, is the following: exemplify good
sportsmanship, play like champions, leave everything you have on
the field, and support your teammates and the other teams in the
tournament. On behalf of Ezra and the Maimonides baseball program, I thank you all for participating in this amazing event and here
is to another great ESMBT weekend.
Josh Prybyla
Maimonides Coach

Vans drive from Young Israel to host homes
** Flatbush back to Schwartz’s to get luggage ﬁrst

FRIDAY, APRIL 20
7:30 am
8:30 am
9:30 am-12:30pm
9:30 am
10:30 am
11:30-2:30 pm
12-12:30 pm
1:45-2:00 pm
2:00 pm
2:30-5:30 pm
2:30-5:30 pm
5:00-5:30 pm
7:00 pm

Maimo & Frisch davening/breakfast at Schwartz’s
Maimo & Frisch vans leave to Sharon Middle School
Game 3: FRISCH vs Maimonides, Sharon Middle School
Flatbush & YULA davening/breakfast at Schwartz’s
**Flatbush take snacks/bagged lunch due to double header
Flatbush & YULA walk to SHS ﬁeld
Game 4: YULA vs Flatbush, Sharon High School
Frisch/Maimo vans from SMS to Schwartz’s for lunch
Flatbush vans from SHS to SMS
Maimo walks to ﬁeld
Game 5: FLATBUSH vs Frisch, Sharon Middle School
Game 6: MAIMONIDES vs YULA, Sharon High School
All teams—snacks at Schwartz’s, then vans to host homes
Kabbalat Shabbat (candleligh ng me: 7:13 pm)
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FLATBUSH FALCONS
Eric Hall, Head Coach
Bret Beard, Assistant Coach

Eliot Zakay, Assistant Coach
Eric Amkraut, Athletic Director

TOURNAMENT RULES OF SPORTSMANSHIP
Player, Student and Fan Guidelines for the
Ezra Schwartz Memorial Baseball Tournament

Player Name

Posi on

1

Sol Laniado (captain)

SS, CF

11

2

Maurice Mosseri

OF, IF

12

3

Simon Masry (captain)

1B

11

7

Jeﬀrey Zalta

2B

10

10

Marty Elmekies

OF

10

11

Dani Sharabi

P

10

12

Joe Tawil

OF

10

Dress appropriately at all times

18

Alfred Su on

P

12



Respect your surroundings and shul property

19

Murray Dweck

P, SS

12



Do not leave trash at the fields

20

Kal Abed

C, OF

10



Players should attend all games that they are not participating in

22

Mo Goldman

C, OF

11



DO have fun, cheer hard, and show respect for the fans
around you!

27

Ricky Levy

OF

12

30

Sol Franco

OF

12



PLEASE DO NOT call Lyft or Uber—we have arranged
transportation for the whole tournament

43

Eddie Sorscher

3B

12

47

Abie Soussan

CF

11

99

Nathan Shabot

P

9



Show proper sportsmanship, and conduct yourself in a
proper manner



Show respect to each team’s players and coaches,
officials and opposing fans



While natural negative reactions are understandable,
do not harass officials or opposing players, coaches or
fans through negative language or activity



Do not heckle or jeer



Do not use profanity, obscene gestures, or language/
actions that allude to inappropriate behavior
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#
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School Year

YULA PANTHERS
Kevin Brockway, Head Coach
Dennis Cervantes, Bench Coach
Jonas Hanelin, Manager

Tournament Game Schedule

Daniel Silvera, Student Manager
Damian Rodriguez, Athletic Director

Thursday, April 19
Game 1: 3:00-6:00 pm
YULA vs FRISCH at Sharon High School
Girls’ Softball Game: 4-6 pm
Maimo vs Gann at Sharon High School
Game 2: 7:00-9:30 pm
MAIMONIDES vs Flatbush at Ruane Field
JFK School, 100 Dedham Street, Canton

Friday, April 20
Game 3: 9:30-12:30 pm
Maimonides vs FRISCH at Sharon Middle School
#

Player Name

Posi on

School Year

1

Alexander Kahan

2B

9

5

Jake Fishman

OF, P

10

7

Aryeh Perlman

P, 2B

12

9

Daniel Dahan

C

11

Game 6: 2:30-5:30 pm
YULA vs MAIMONIDES at Sharon High School

11

Aryeh Rosenbaum

OF

11

Saturday, April 21

12

Nathaniel Dahan

16

Josh Mintz

CF

10

18

Ezra Rosenbaum

3B

10

19

Elliot Halwani

DH, OF

9

20

Oren Rimmon

IF, P

11

21

Avi Schneider

C, 1B

10

22

Jus n Hanelin

P, IF, OF

12

8:00-10:00 am
Consolation Game at Sharon High School
(cancelled in event of makeup games)

41

Joseph Dahan

P, LF

12

10:00 am-1:00 pm
Championship Game at Sharon High School

45

Ethan Naim

OF

10

50

Benjamin Tarko

SS

12

51

Daniel Tarko

LF

10

9

12

Game 4: 11:30 am-2:30 pm
Flatbush vs YULA at Sharon High School
Game 5: 2:30 am-5:30 pm
Frisch vs FLATBUSH at Sharon Middle School

Homerun Derby: 9:00-10:30 pm
Deborah Sampson Little League Field (Ezra Schwartz Field)
36 East Foxboro Street, Sharon

Sunday, April 22
[8:00-10:00 am: Possible makeup games at Middle & High Schools]

Following the final game, BBQ at the Schwartz home
9

FRISCH COUGARS
David Ruditzky, Head Coach
Ari Rubin, Head Coach

#

Benji Berg, Assistant Coach
Aron Coren, Athletic Director

MAIMO MCATS
Josh Prybyla, Head Coach
Mike McDonough, Head Coach

Ben Yodzio, Assistant Coach
Hal Borkow, Athletic Director

#

Player Name

Posi on

School Year

School Year

1

Doni Berg (captain)

SS, P

12

2

Hillel Schwartz

SS, C, P

10

3

Uriel Cohen (captain)

C, OF, P

11

6

Eitan Traum

2B

11

Player Name

Posi on

2

Caleb Chapman

1B/P

10

3

David Markovitz

3B/P

9

5

Noah Altman

SS/P

11

9

Jacob Hershenov

P/3B/SS

10

11

Eitan Dukas

C/SS/P

10

7

Mark Fraenkel

OF

9

12

Evan Caplan

3B/C

11

8

Josh Fine (captain)

OF

11

15

Billy Krause

CF/P

10

9

Ami Katz

11

18

Ari Rosenberg

P

11

3B, 2B, P

20

Mitch Wolf

1B, 3B, C

10

10

Jon Rears

2B, SS

9

22

Sammy Chasen

P, OF

10

11

Yossi Picard

OF

11

24

Adam Bromberg

1B

11

21

Ariel Greenberg

C, 3B

9

25

Benny Matheson

1B, P

11

23

Shomo Warren

OF, 3B

12

27

Daniel Fischoﬀ (captain)

OF, IF, P, C

12

24

Eytan Pomper

10

42

Sammy Markowitz

2B, C

9

OF, 1B, P

27

Aaron Weinstock (captain)

11

44

Danny Weinberger

2B

10

1B, P

32

Jesse Spear

1B, 3B, P

9

10

11

